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Characters Wanted

This is Star Army's central place for roleplayers, Game Masters, and factions to list character wanted ads
for their roleplaying threads and plots.

Consider creating a character based on the openings and want ads listed below, which are divided by
faction. It may be useful to help make sure your character fits into an existing RP. If you don't see
something you like, feel free to ask. Also note that you are not limited by these openings; they are only
suggestions presented for information purposes.

You can add character wanted ads for one-on-one RPs, or RPs that haven't opened yet, on here too. Feel
free to link to related forum threads like interest checks.

Yamatai

The Yamatai Star Empire is always looking for more characters! More Yamatai-based Open RP threads
are always welcome.

For information about joining the Star Army of Yamatai, see Star Army Recruiting.

Current Openings & Info

orochi_squadron is currently seeking players for the following positions:
Infantry, lots of them! Nekovalkyrja preferred, but not required.
Fighter Pilots
A veteran player to be squad NCO.
If you want to be support personnel instead, the amount of screen time you'll have is much
lower considering it's PA combat-focused. Contact Paladinrpg if you still are interested.

yss_aeon the plot is getting ready to start a new mission as we wrap up the diplomatic one.
1 technician
1-2 Infantry

YSS Byakuren: As the plot requires players to be on top of their game with the intrigues involved,
Fred heartily recommends that any applicant already be SARP veterans. The plotship presently
does not have any starship operator to serve as helmsman, or technician to serve as engineer.
Preferably, these characters should be members of the ship's bridge crew/senior staff, so being a
warrant officer or commissioned officer would be preferable. Any whom wish to join should first
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contact Fred via forum PMs so to see if anything could be arranged. Openings can be made
between missions. Also note that admission into the plot should usually require an
interview/mission brief from SAINT.
The YSS Eucharis is seeking characters in the following fields:

1 science
yss_heartbreaker

1 Other Starship Operator
1 Infantry
Possibly 1 cook and/or cargo_and_supply
Other ideas welcome! Contact Reynolds.

YSS Ryūjō is seeking Players of every class.
YSS_Sakishima is seeking first_officer, technician and infantry.
YSS_Sakura_II is whoever would like to join!
YSS Soyokaze Is only looking for ship based crew, no more bridge bunnies. Medics, Engineers,
fighter pilots, Cooks, and the like are welcomed.
yss_anoiktos is recruiting. PM the GM for more info.

Wes is looking for people who want to run “standard” Star Army plots where a starship crew goes around
doing missions and solving the Empire's problems. Contact him about becoming a GM.

Nepleslia

This section is for the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia.

Openings and Info

Aquila Flight Please contact the GM (Gunhand4171).
Service to the Free State is not accepting new players.
NSS Sledge Mama is accepting new players - please contact the GM (cadetnewb).

Lorath

The lorath_matriarchy could always do with more eggs in the basket.
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Current Plots

LSDF Val'ta - Please contact GM luca for joining information on the Val'ta.
We're ideally looking for engineering staff at the moment.

Neshaten

The kingdom_of_neshaten are presently looking for more characters! WE WANT YOU!

For more information about the faction, please go to the link above.

Current Openings

The snv_gamtrosha is currently seeking the following:
Healers(Medics)
Agents

The bloody_claws is open and looking for the following:
i_oshen
shishen

Poku Saeruo Degonjo

The hidden_sun_clan is looking for players to help grow the clan.

The clan is in a time of change and upheaval. Plots and schemes are the backdrop of the current plot.
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searching_hawk
warrior
technician
gunner

Raiconian Alliance

The raiconian_alliance is not currently seeking additional players.

The Alliance is currently in a state of civil war, where rebels preaching free expression revolt against the
oppressive rule of the Alliance.

Independent

For more information about independent characters and groups, see Guide to Independent Characters.

The promised_land is currently seeking
Anyone who likes hard cash for services rendered.

188604 is currently seeking
Contact GM Gunhand4171 about joining Ragnarok
the_wayward is currently seeking

Those with scientific knowledge
The isc_phoenix_volume_2

Combat-Oriented Characters
The oif_salvation is currently seeking

More Origin workers
Engineers
Pilots
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Rescue Workers
bountyhunterseries is currently seeking

Talk to the GM for more info
the_black_viper

Talk to the GM for more Info
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